EXECUTIVE PROFILE
Dr Kim Møller is a Partner of Oxford Leadership. Kim Møller
is a highly regarded Advisor to Senior Leadership Teams
in both large Global and medium sized International
Companies including BASF, Electrolux, McDonalds,
Adecco, Devoteam, Barwa and Roxtec. Kim is also a Public
Speaker on Leadership and a Respected Facilitator at
Leadership programmes.

Kim Moller
PARTNER

“Kim is very experienced; he led by
setting a great example, sharing his
perspectives from across different
industries and also his own personal
life. It was a very interesting approach,
involving the whole team and
blending personal with professional
experiences.”

Kim is a highly regarded strategist and researcher, formerly with Copenhagen
Business School. He is best known for his ground-breaking research on
Innovation and Corporate Social Responsibility and, in conjunction with
Harvard Professor, Dr Michael Porter, research related to the Competitive
Advantage of Nations.
The key concept of Dr Møller’s consulting work is the building of Trust, trust
between management and staff to improve performance and employee
satisfaction. Trust between companies to enable cooperation, synergy and
increased competitiveness. Trust between companies and stakeholders to
facilitate sustainable development in regions and countries.
He has worked with all of OLA’s core methodologies, delivering Strategic
Focusing®, Self Managing Leadership® and Leading High Performing Teams
programmes to both global and local clients including Telefonica, Electrolux,
BASF, Barwa and Roxtec.

Markus Heldt
President, Crop Protection Division
BASF SE

“Kim brought an authoritative, high
level perspectives using accessible
language and a clear, pleasant speaking
style. Innovative ideas blended well with
his ethical “call of duty” approach. The
audience loved it and the conference
was eventually a big success. Highly
recommended if you are looking for
a seasoned, entertaining orator with
board-level experience in leadership
building, capable of delivering thoughtprovoking messages that will trigger
change.”

John Williams
General Manager
Pacific Power, Australia

He graduated from The University of Copenhagen in 1980 (Master of Political
Science) and he received his Ph.D. in 1986 from the Copenhagen Business
School. He has been awarded the Tietgen Gold Medal for outstanding research
in International Economics and Strategic Planning (1985) and the Business
Economist 1st Prize for outstanding research in company stakeholder relations
(1984).
Kim Møller has also headed a private Think Tank (Strategic Forum 1993 - 1995),
served on a number of Boards and been the European President of the Great
Place to Work Institute.
Kim works in Danish and English.

